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Hiking in nature (2)
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Indicators assume scenarios

• Sustainability is much like ’enjoying the landscape’: several well-
reasoned interpretations

• Scenarios articulate different assumptions about sustainability
• Indicators assume scenarios, because scenarios provide a series of 

reference points against which to assess the significance of specific 
indicator values

• In practice, scenarios often go unrecognized in indicator systems



How do current indicator systems 

neglect scenarios?
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PSR indicator system makes sense

• Indicators make sense to human beings: they enable 
communication of causally rooted intent to action

• PSR: 
– there exists pressure (P) 

– which is likely to induce a change in the state (S) of affairs, 

– which calls for an intentional response (R) from human beings

Pressure State Response



PSR system assumes a scenario

• assumes the existence of a scenario in which a 

given phenomenon P constitutes a pressure, a 

phenomenon S a state and a phenomenon R a 

response

• assumes that P, S and R each exist to a degree

which justifies calling them a pressure, state and 

response, respectively

• in assuming a scenario the PSR also commits 

itself to particular sustainability policies



Scenarios and indicators: the case 

of lake water level



Scenarios, indicators and bandwidths

Time

Indicator X

Bandwidth of 
X in scenario 

A

Bandwidth of 
X in scenario 

B

t’ t’’

Indicator X bounded by alternative sustainability scenarios A and B. The 

change in the value of X at time t’ means abandoning the sustainable 

bandwidth in the context of scenario B but entering the sustainable 

trajectory in the context of scenario A. In terms of path dependence, the 

change in the value of X at time t’ is immediately relaxing but more path 

dependent, whereas the shift at time t’’ is immediately restrictive but 

less path dependent.



Policy benefits of scenario-framed 

indicators
• Improve legitimacy of 

sustainability policies
(transparency)

• Improve quality of 
sustainability indicators
(inclusive expertise)

• Application of indicators 
at appropriate scale

• Articulate path 
dependence of current 
choices

• Deal with contingencies
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